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An Optoelectronic Implementation of the
Adaptive Resonance Neural Network
Donald C. Wunsch 11, Member, IEEE, Thomas P. Caudell, Member, ZEEE, C. David Capps,
Robert J. Marks 11, Senior Member, IEEE, and R . Aaron Falk

theoretical and experimental results in Section V. Our experimental results are qualitatively similar to Carpenter and
years. This work presents a novel solution to the problem by Grossberg’s original ARTl results, but exhibit differences
using an optical correlator, allowing the large body of correlator
research to be leveraged in the implementation of ART. The due to the optical filters we used in the laboratory. The
implementation takes advantage of the fact that one ART-based fact that different results occur for various filter choices
architecture, known as ART1, can be broken into several parts, is another advantage of correlator-based implementations of
some of which are better to implement in parallel. The control ART, since the different filter designs have different strengths
structure of ART, often regarded as its most complex part, is and weaknesses regarding sensitivity to noise, rotation, or
actually not very time consuming and can be done in electronics.
The bottom-up and top-down gated pathways, however, are very scaling. The effects of the choice of filters in correlators
time consumingto simulate and are difficult to implement directly is beyond the scope of this work, but we do define and
in electronics due to the high number of interconnections. Tbo discuss the filters we use in Sections IV and V. (To explore
face simplify this. The first is that the pathways are computing the implications of choosing other filters, see the references
a set of inner products. These inner products represent as least cited in Sections IV and V.) In Section VI we point out a
80% of the computation time of the ARTl implementation. The
second insight, our contribution, is that implementing the inner unique advantage of the correlator approach: if one intends to
products optically, and the rest of the network in electronics, build a hierarchy of ART modules, our implementation has
is a very effective marriage of the two technologies to realize the the ability to accomplish this in a single correlator, rather
ARTl network. In addition to the design, we present experiments than needing to build a hierarchy in the hardware, too. In
with a laboratory prototype to illustrate its feasibility and to this section we reference a few of the many papers that have
discuss implementation details that arise in practice. This device
potentially can significantly outperform alternative implementa- used ART hierarchies to motivate the observation. Section VI1
tions of ARTl by as much as two to three orders of magnitude mentions other published ART hardware work and estimates
in problems requiring especially large input fields. It should be performance if the device were built with state-of-the-art
noted that all of these results apply to just one of the various ART components.
architectures, known as ART1, but that other ART networks and
other neural nets in general also use inner products and could
benefit from this work as well.
11. MOTIVATION
FOR ADAPTIVE RESONANCE
THEORY
Abstruct- Implementation of the adaptive resonance theory
(ART) of neural networks has been a thorny problem for several

Adaptive resonance theory (ART) has been of interest to eminent optical computing researchers almost since its inception
DAPTIVE resonance theory has been published exten[l],[2]. However, it has never before, to our knowledge, been
sively, but because an understanding of it is necessary for
fully implemented in optics. This section begins by reviewing
the present work, a brief overview is provided in Section 11.
ART and identifying the operations that can be performed
The particular hardware challenges of ARTl are discussed in
more effectively in optics. All discussion in this paper refers
Section 111 to motivate the use of optics instead of electronics.
to the binary-input binary-output version [3], [4] of ART,
The bulk of our contributions follow these two introductory
called ART1, although much of this research is applicable
sections. Section IV shows our design. In this section we
to other ART architectures. ART has been steadily gaining
address the practical issues that arise with optical filter design
attention in the neural network community for it provides
for this application. This sets the stage for discussion of
many of the quintessential advantages that the technology,
Manuscript received April 2, 1991; revised April 23, 1992. This paper was at its best, is expected to offer, while suffering few of the
reviewed in accordance to the conflict of interest policy of this TRANSACTIONS. disadvantages or limitations that alternative neural network
The Editor-in-Chief was involved neither in the review nor publication
theories do. This can be seen by considering several areas,
decision.
D. C. Wunsch I1 is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Texas such as flexibility of configuring the network into an overall
Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79409-3102.
system, stability, required accuracy of computational units (the
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Fig. 1. The networks dynamics of ART1. Bottom-up pattern matching (la, b) is balanced by top-down feedback expectancy (lc, d).

constraints in the design of ART, it does not have to be applications should continue and accelerate. Thus we have
considered as a black box with rigid input/output requirements. significant motivation for the present work.
Instead, one can tweak the formalization of ART to customize
How does an adaptive resonance unit do all this? The key
it to a given application. These design constraints are also is that the pattern classification takes place in a feedback loop
the reason for its stability, the second property mentioned and that learning does not set in until resonance occurs. If
above. The design of ART began many years before its first resonance does not occur, a reset mechanism allows a search
formal introduction, with dynamical system analysis of various for a better pattern match, removes all previously considered
networks that were to become components of ART. Once classifications, and suspends learning until the best answer
understood, these components could be given parameters that is found. This is briefly outlined in Fig. 1, where we see
made them work well together. Some of the early relevant the ART unit displayed in several separate layers: R, the
stability theorems are given in Grossberg [8] and Cohen recognition layer; C, the comparison layer; I, the input layer;
and Grossberg [9]. Stability of neural networks can affect V, the vigilance layer; and Re, the reset layer. This grouping
accuracy requirements, as is well-known with some popular of layers is taken from Ryan et al. [14], and while it does
neural models [lo]. ART is very competitive with other neural not follow Carpenter and Grossberg's description exactly, it is
models in this regard, which is one reason why we consider functionally equivalent. Going left to right we see the ART unit
implementing it optically. Another issue affecting processor in action. First, the input is registered at the comparison layer
accuracy requirements, speed, and on-node memory is locality and fed up to the recognition layer Fig. (l(a)). In the second
of computations. ART uses only information that is locally frame, the recognition layer's winner-take-all property finds
available at each node, as opposed to popular neural models the node corresponding to the initial best guess Fig. (1( b)).
with a great deal of nonlocal information transfer [3].
This guess is tested by playing back the winning node's
The various works with ART, including but not limited to previously learned template onto the comparison layer. This is
those we reference here, allow its generalization capability compared with the pattern still on the input layer by competing
to be compared head to head with supervised neural models. signals sent to the vigilance node Fig. (l(c)). The final frame
For example, on a representative set of benchmark data, new shows an example of what happens when the match is not
supervised learning architectures based on ART learned faster good enough. The vigilance node is now able to activate
than backpropogation [5], [111. Perhaps the most compelling the reset layer. The reset layer only suppresses nodes at the
advantage of ART, however, is its scaling properties. Recent output that have been recently active and has no effect on
successful applications of ART [12] used input fields in excess the rest Fig. (l(d)). In this example, only the prior winner has
of lo7 nodes. It appears that ART'S scaling properties are been affected. Now with that node removed, the network will
limited only by hardware and software implementations.
reclassify the pattern and continue to do so until it has found
The motivation for ART extends beyond such academic a good match.
interests, however. Practical applications of the technology
The network described above can also be represented in
include intelligent design retrieval [6], target tracking [7], and algorithmic form [15]. Consider a new n-element binary input
automated target recognition [7], laser radar processing [131, vector to be called I. We wish to assign the vector to a category
and pattern recognition of occluded objects [13]. As hardware that will have a template associated with it. The unit will
becomes increasingly available, the promising proliferation of classify the input by comparing it to these templates, which
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directions. The challenge of adaptively weighting the interconnects also places difficult demands because it requires active
ART 1 Algorithm Flowchart
elements where passive ones would otherwise suffice. The ease
with which weights can be calculated electronically carries
a large price in terms of speed so that optics can dominate
in this area. The importance of adaptive and nonadaptive
w
interconnects is clarified by examining Fig. 3. This shows a
simple three-input two-output ARTl unit, yet even at this low
level of complexity, the connectivity challenge is daunting.
This is a compelling argument for the importance of optical
implementations.
The advantage of optics lies in the fact that implementing
interconnects electronically is difficult because of electromagnetic interference and the necessity for wires to carry the
signals. A basic assumption of the artificial neural systems
paradigm is that the importance of interconnects is dominant
for a certain class of problems. Psaltis [17] assessed the
Next i
relationship of computing power to interconnects, independent of the power of the individual processing elements. He
suggests that an interconnection-dominatedproblem " . . . has
the property that local decisions cannot be made until essential
information has been communicated from basically the entire
input data. Thus useful computation can progress only when
all the input information has been considered by the individual
.
.
.
r
I
elements. For a parallel processor, this implies that all partial
results need to be globally communicated. It is this notion
Fig. 2. ARTl as an algorithm. The input pattem is I,the output is the single
that forms the basis for our conviction that communication
l 1.
Signal C k m . and learning is the side effect Tkm = Tkm I
capability becomes the dominant factor . . . ". The following
correlator is a suitable response to these realities in that it
we index and refer to as the Tk,where k is the index number. marries the strengths of electronics (ease of adaptability) to
A total of n, templates exist from prior learning, and of these, those of optics (high interconnectivity).
n, are active at a particular time, as indicated by the active
node vector &. The final winning output pattern is generated
by the signal ck associated with the kth template. With these
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
WITHAN OPTICALCORRELATOR
definitions in mind, the full ARTl algorithm is given in the
USINGBINARYPHASE-ONLY
RLTERS
flowchart [16] of Fig. 2. The reset test
The previous section set forth reasons for implementing
ARTl in optics. In this section, we begin by clarifying what
optical correlators have to offer to an ARTl implementation.
relies on the parameter p, the vigilance threshold, which This is best seen by examining Table I. In this table, we
have shown the computational demands (in simulation) of the
determines the level of discrimination-coarse of fine-used
in grouping. The key point of (1) is that several inner product various parts of the ARTl algorithm as given in Fig. 2. Recall
and norm calculations are required. (See boxes (a) and (c) that when the appropriate assumptions are made regarding
within Fig. 2. Box (a) is the bottom-up pattern matching, and learning rates, as Carpenter and Grossberg do, the gated
box (c) is the top-down feedback expectancy.) These inner interconnections reduce to inner products. As seen in the table
products are equivalent to correlations that can be performed inner product computations greatly dominate the processing
required to implement ART1. The checkmarks in the column
optically.
show which computations can be taken over by optics. Over
85% of the processing can be done optically, while the
111. MOTIVATION
FOR OPTICS
remaining computations that are less amenable to optical
Optical computing has the potential to profoundly impact processing are handled electronically. This is an effective
the hardware implementation of neural networks. This is marriage of the two technologies. Because the optics offers the
because the implementation of a neural network is beset by potential for greater speed than electronics, it is attractive to
a number of challenges, of which the most formidable is the implement the demanding operations this way while retaining
connectivity desired. Furthermore, these are weighted inter- electronics for its flexibility where needed.
The optoelectronic ARTl unit is a novel application of
connects and, for adaptive networks, the weights are changing
by some algorithm that the implementer must control. These an old device, the 4-f or Vander Lust [18] correlator, which
constraints, coupled with a desire for a large number of historically has been used as a fast pattern classifier. Usually
processing elements, can pull the implementer in opposite the correlation operation is employed as a matched filter so
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Fig. 3. Even simple ART units have complicated connectivity patterns. The filled-in semicircles indicate adaptive connections, which are even more
challenging to implement.

that a maximum output peak corresponds to a well-matched
pattern. A simple thresholding algorithm can be used to detect
peaks. The device described here also uses the large peaks
but takes specific advantage of the fact that a zero-shift
correlation is equivalent to a two-dimensional inner product,
which is an essential computation for an ART unit. This
device measures relative values of strong and weak correlation
peaks and interprets these as inner products. Therefore, for this
application of the 4-f correlator, greater measurement accuracy
over the correlator’s full dynamic range is required.
The device (shown in Fig. 4) consists of two lenses, two
magneto-optical SLM’s, two polarizers, a laser, a chargecoupled-device camera, and a computer. (The SLM’s are
48 x 48 Semetex Sightmod SMD481, with a maximum frame
rate of 30 frames/s. Thus their maximum space-bandwidth
product is approximately 7 x lo4 b/s.) This experimental
setup has demonstrated several kinds of optical computing
operations, [18]-[20]. All electronic calculations are done by
a DEC MicroVAX, which processes the CCD camera output
via a frame grabber and controls the SLM’s. The lenses both
have focal length f, and all components are placed at a
distance f from their neighbors. Reading the figure left to
right, notice that the laser light (which is collimated), passes
through SLM1, where it is encoded with the input pattern
i (referred to as I in the last section), and the templates
ti (referred to as Ti in the last section). (The new notation
here is necessary to conform to the convention in optics that
the Fourier transform is represented by a capital letter.) The
encoded patterns are Fourier transformed by Lens 1 and are
multiplied in the Fourier plane by the complex conjugate of the
Fourier transform of i (I*).
Reviewed in the next paragraph,
the resulting output patterns will be the correlation of the input

pattern with itself and with each template. This is shown only
for the case of a single pattern-the result for multiple patterns
follows from the Fourier transform’s shift-invariant property.
If we define z(2, y) and t ( x ,y) as spatial patterns, I ( u , w)
and T(u,v) as their Fourier transforms, * as the complex
conjugation operator, and F[.]
as the 2-D Fourier transform
operator, then the output 0 of the correlator can be expressed
in terms of the correlation operator as follows:

*

0 = .F [ A o l * ( ~U,) T (U,U)] = A0

which is the desired correlation, except for a coordinate
reversal, and ignoring the effects of the constants Ao, A I ,
and Al. (The output coordinate reversal is well known in
optics and is handled without difficulty since the value of
the correlation peak, centered at O,O, is the only number
desired. This is complicated slightly when multiple patterns
are processed simultaneously, but it is still a simple matter to
keep track of the shifted 0 , O locations for each template. To
see clearly how the coordinate reversal is handled, examine
the output plane in Fig. 4.)The center point of the correlation
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TABLE I
LISTOF THE PRINCIPAL
COMPUTATTONAL
OPERATIONS
TO PERFORM
THE ART-1 ALGORITHM
REQUIRED
_______

#

Opelatbn

~

Electronics

As mentioned before, it is possible to compute the correlation, and therefore the inner products, of multiple patterns
simultaneouslyusing correlators because the Fourier transform
is a shift-invariant operation, so all the patterns’ Fourier
transforms will be approximately centered on SLM2. The
ability to take inner products of multiple templates with a
single input simultaneously is a reason for using a correlator;
otherwise one would simply use two cascaded SLM’s and a
convergent lens. To process all the templates at once, we place
them on the spatial plane and compute a filter for the Fourier
plane based on the input, as shown in Fig. 4. This results in
multiple correlation peaks on the output plane positioned in
correspondence with the center location of the input patterns.
This arrangement is especially convenient for an implementation of ARTl. The patterns chosen for SLMl are all the
templates known at present, and a copy of the input pattern.
SLM2 contains 1 ~ 4 the
, BPOF of the input pattern, defined
shortly. The inner product of the input with itself and with
all templates is thus calculated in a massively parallel fashion.
The choice of the formulation of the BPOF is an area of active
research [22]-[24]. One possible definition,which we use, is

if Re[l(u,w)] 2 0

IB+(u,U> = 1

-1

. Re resentation of information as light intensity or transmissivi
mance enhancement.
These operations can be. partitioned naturally between electronic and optical
implementations as indicated by the,check marks The ast column gives
an approximate bercenta e of execution time m the ARi-1 dgoflthm Note
that we implement over $5% of the algorithm, from an e ecqtion tune hint of
view in o tics This IS wh the device represents an eaective mamage of
the drengks of optics a n d electronics.

611

if Re[I(u, w)]

< 0.

(5)

(Alternative formulations exist.) The filter that is chosen, be
it a BPOF, a conventional matched filter, a phase-only filter,
or a filter designed for insensitivity to scale and rotation, will
affect the behavior of the ARTl model, which can be used to
advantage. We have shown [22] that the BPOF as described
gives the best possible signal-to-noise ratio, given that a filter
that can take on only values of (+l,- 1).

‘ft:d i s operation can be integrated on the CCD camera for furthqi perfor-

V.

THEORETICAL

AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

The ARTl algorithm of Fig. 2 was mapped onto the hardware and software of the 4-f correlator for testing. The control
code for the ARTl implementation experiments begins by
peak is easily shown to be proportional to the inner product defining the data, parameters, and calibration pattern(s) for
the system. It then calls up the precomputed BPOF of the
of i and t, like those given in the algorithm of Fig. 2.
input image from a file. (In a practical implementation, the
Although (2)-(4) are essential to understand the idea behind
fast Fourier transform and resulting BPOF would have to be
this device, and the motivation for using it, modem filtercalculated on the fly. The implications of this are discussed
w).
ing theory allows several alternatives to the filter I*(u,
in the performance analysis later in Section VII.) The user
Equation (4) is derived using the conventional matched filter,
is prompted for the value of p, and the calibration routine
which is a shorthand way of saying the complex conjugate
begins. The SLM’s are reinitialized and the first input pattern is
of the Fourier transform I*(u,’u) of the pattern i ( z , y ) . An presented. Subsequent input patterns are also written to SLM1,
active research community has been exploring an alternative in a portion of the SLM reserved for the current input pattern.
filter [21] since the mid-1980’s. The filter, known as the Then the computer loads the BPOF of the new input pattern
binary phase-only filter (BPOF), has been of interest because it onto SLM2. The correlation values are read off the camera
achieves an improved peak-to-sidelobe ratio in the correlation and normalized according to the calibrations. The various
output plane (at the cost of a lower signal-to-noise ratio), has test values for the ARTl algorithm are then computed. The
lower memory requirements, and can be used with bipolar algorithm causes a reset or records a new or updated template
SLM’s such as the magneto-optical SLM. The trade-offs on SLMl as appropriate. As the process continues, the number
involved in choosing a filter are beyond the scope of this of recorded templates increases. The capability to perform
paper. Here we merely introduce the BPOF, because we have reset and to learn updated templates was demonstrated by a
used it for our experiments, and point out that different results number of learning examples with varying values of p. An
would be obtained with the conventional matched filter, or example experiment for p = 0.5 is shown in Fig. 5. This is a
other options.
photo of the entire lab setup. The monitor on the left shows
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Memory and learning
SLMl &

Fig. 4. The optoelectronic ART1 implementation. Input is the pattern i , transformed (I' ) and loaded into SLMZ. Output is chosen by considering the peak
values on the camera plane. The computer controls the SLMs and reads the camera plane.

Fig. 5. An experiment for

SLMl imaged through the correlator. (SLM2 has all pixels
turned off.) The pattern in the leftmost corner of the monitor
is the current input pattern. All other patterns are the stored
templates that have been learned up to the current time. Each
time a template is updated by learning, the new template is
displayed on the monitor. These experiments verify the unit's
ability to learn new templates and to perform the reset function.
In addition to the opportunity to see lab setup, this photo
is instructive for several reasons. First, one can clearly see
the learning and reset properties discussed in the previous
paragraph. Second, one can also see the kind of learning
performed by the unit. The second pattern from the left is a
template that has captured two inputs, patterns A and B. The
unit learns what is common to both patterns-the conjunctive
generalization of the input patterns. Third, it clarifies the

p

= 0.5.

operation of the unit. The leftmost pattern will produce the
1; . 1 term of the output, and the others will produce the i . ti
terms. New templates can be learned until the system reaches
its capacity by filling the screen with templates. Fourth, it is
possible to see potential sources of system errors by viewing
the photo. For example, the faint repeated images of the
patterns are caused by diffraction. SLM2 acts like a grating,
whether it is turned on or off, causing the multiple images.
(See Figs. 4 and 5.) If a repeated image falls on a measured
pixel location, it can potentially introduce enough energy to
cause an error. The geometry of the device can be arranged to
minimize this problem but probably not enough to eliminate
it entirely. Also, the photo shows the discrete pixelation of
the device. The dark regions between pixels are also nonideal
parts of the system that can cause some error. These errors do

WUNSCH ef al. : AN OPTOELECTRONICIMPLEMENTATION OF THE ADAPTIVE RESONANCE NEURAL NETWORK

not dominate the system’s performance; in fact, the undesired
images are very faint. They are common in correlators and are
mentioned primarily for completeness.
Some examples of the clusterings performed by the device
are given in Table 11. The first two examples are for 10 x 10
alphabet patterns, and the rest are for 5 x 5 patterns. The
clusterings, as expected, are different from those that would be
achieved using the conventional matched filter because of our
choice to use the BPOF. However, they do show qualitative
agreement with the behavior expected of an ART network,
especially in the increasing number of clusters generated with
increasing values of p. Also, some templates formed are later
abandoned (indicated by a blank spot in the table) as other
templates are formed and capture inputs. This happens only
when multiple passes are made through the same data. The
10 x 10 data shows clusters after just one pass through the
system, and the 5 x 5 data was generated by making four
passes in alphabetical order.
To accomplish these experiments, the system had to be
carefully calibrated to use peak heights as inner products,
which is where the significant differences in the use of the
optical correlator becomes apparent. When a Vander Lugt
correlator is used simply as a matched filter bank, calibration is usually not done because the signal-to-noise ratio is
high enough that the brightest peak will likely be the best
correlation even without calibration. In contrast, for an ARTl
implementation, the device is used to measure all the inner
products given in Fig. 2, large and small, so greater accuracy,
and thus calibration, is a matter of critical importance. This
required experiments and simulations assessing the accuracy
of the BPOF-based correlator as an inner product processor.
We have reported theory and experiments relating to this issue
elsewhere [22], but it is worth showing some experimental
results here to give a flavor of accuracy issues in applying
correlators to neural networks. Examples of these are shown
in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) shows experiments with the correlator
emulating ARTl without normalization. Fig. 6(b) shows the
same thing using a normalization scheme based on the known
value of I . I, giving fewer saturated output values, especially
for the smaller numbers. In both of these plots, the IC axis gives
the theoretical inner product values for each computation,
and the y axis gives the optically computed values. These
plots group all the measurements from an entire data set into
one figure. Recall, though, that in a given measurement, the
correlator need only find the inner product of a single input
pattern with a set of templates.
The normalization scheme used for Fig. 6(b) can best be
understood by considering (1) and Fig. 5. In (l),we see that
the system needs to compute I . I and I . Ti. The former
term is cheap to compute, requiring only N adds instead of N
multiplies, where N is the number of bits in the pattern. This
is therefore calculated and compared to the optically measured
value of I . I (recall that I is the upper left template in Fig. 5)
to arrive at a normalization factor. This factor is then used on
all template locations. The data indicates that it is better than
no normalization, giving fewer saturated output values, especially for the smaller numbers. This data was extracted from
ART experiments such as those used to generate Table 11. This
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TABLE I1
CLUSTERINGS
PERFORMED
BY THE OPTOELECIXONIC
ART UNIT

p = 0.8

p=os

R,B
C,L,R
D,G
E,F
H,K
I?,T

R PF
D ,E,G,L

Node
1

2
3
4

5
6

F,R3
H,K

I,
JST
M , N .4P

7

M,N,W

Q,U,v

8

4p

9
10
11
12

q5,u

w
x,y,z

LJ

x,z
y
(a) 10 x 10 Patterns

p = 0.8

p = 0.4

Node
1

2
3
4

L

E, E

5
6

K

7

T

R

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

N

H
G,O
M

I,J
c)

R,F
R
B

p
Q,5

26

means that various data points with identical theoretical inner
product value correspond to very different pattern correlations.
For example, the value of E D is the same as the value
of P 5(12), and G . E is the same value as 8 . 8 (16).
Therefore, in interpreting these results, it is important to
understand that radically different patterns can have the same
theoretical inner product. If the device measures the inner
product of two similar sets of patterns, it will get two similar
results. If the sets of patterns have considerable differences,
however, the results can be quite different even if the theoretical inner products are the same. This does not occur with
the conventional matched filter-it is only a property of the
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Fig. 6. (a) Performance of the correlator as an inner product processor without normalization. Notice the saturation effects that occur even for small
theoretical inner product values. Also notice the large spread of optically computed values for the same theoretical inner product value. (b) Normalized
correlator performance as an inner product processor. Notice the improvements over the problems mentioned in the previous figure, especially with
regard to saturation effects.

BPOF. These plots show that while the BPOF is usable, it
is of low accuracy for the types of computations required
here. This is not surprising. In other work [22] we have
shown that some kinds of BPOF’s are of limited utility as
an inner product processor. Accuracy with other filters would
be higher, although determining precisely how much would
require further experimentation.
In addition to the preceding, resolution and scalability
must be addressed when using the correlators for calculating
inner products optically. Larger patterns actually cause worse
resolution problems than smaller ones. This can be seen by
considering the simple one-dimensional case of a square pulse.
A square pulse of width a has the Fourier transform [19]
Sin( axu)
aiTu

which has its first zero at the point
(7)

where 2 3 is the variable in the second SLM plane and X and
f are wavelength and focal length, respectively. This implies
that

Xf

2 3 = - .

a
Now if we take the pixel width A, and solve for 2 3 in terms
of the number of pixels q required in the second SLM plane,
we get

Xf
qA = (9)
nA
where n is the number of pixels in the first SLM plane.
With f = 38 cm, X = 632.8 nm, and A = 0.13 mm., this
means that
Xf
14.2
q=-=-,
nA2
n
Therefore, patterns that are approximately 15 pixels wide or
larger in any one direction will cause resolution problems on
the Fourier plane. The experiments in this article and others
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[20] show better results for 5 x 5 patterns than for 10 x 10
patterns for this reason. Notice that as A improves, so does
the maximum pattern size. A A of 0.05 mm allows patterns
of up to 96 x 96 pixels to be processed. Bringing A down to
0.01 mm would allow patterns of 2404 x 2404 pixels to be
processed. Further improvements, albeit less dramatic, can be
made by increasing f .
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short-term memory, that is, the bottom-up and top-down
interconnection structure and weighted synapses of ARTl.
This causes severe scaling constraints that exist because direct
implementation of interconnections is costly in electronics,
using up the majority of real estate on a chip. However, it
is attractive if one wishes to tweak the formulation of ART1.
Optimal performance of the correlator-based ART implementation requires the best components. As we discussed,
a magneto-optical spatial light modulator (SLM) typically
VI. OFTICAL IMPLEMENTNON OF ARTl HIERARCHIES
constrains us to use the BPOF. A more flexible choice would
ART hierarchies have been discussed in many publications be to use another kind of SLM with greater dynamic range.
[3], [6], [7], [12]. One useful type of ARTl hierarchy, called It is possible to do this with ferroelectric liquid crystal light
the ART tree [12], can be naturally implemented with the
valve SLM’s, or with deformable mirror devices, for example.
optical correlator. The ART tree is a hierarchy in which the SLM’s with a higher number of pixels also will improve prosame input pattern is sent to every level. The ART units in
cessing throughput. Deformable mirror devices and especially
a given level that get to look at the input are determined by ferroelectric liquid crystal SLM’s offer a high number of pixels
the winning F2 nodes at a lower level. Thus all F2 nodes in and a high frame rate and, as such, are promising avenues for
the entire hierarchy see the same input pattern, or nothing at further refinements to the device. An especially useful critical
all. This allows ART to perform hierarchical varying-k-means comparison of various SLM’s currently available is given by
clustering.
Johnson and Moddel [27]. Ferroelectric liquid crystal SLM’s
Consider the hierarchical array of ARTl units shown in
also offer the potential to integrate photodetectors onto the
Fig. 7. There are a total of 63 F2 nodes, and thus templates, same device, allowing it to be optically addressed. Another
needed for the entire hierarchy, as can be seen by counting worthwhile improvement is to add some custom-processing
the outputs of each ART unit in the figure. That is, there electronics. For example, one operation frequently performed
are twelve third-layer ART units with four F2 nodes each is the computation of the maximum element in the output
(48 F2 nodes), three second layer units with four F2 nodes plane, or in a subset of the output plane. Nabet and Pinter
each (12 F2 nodes), and one first layer unit with three F2 [28] have developed an on-center-off-surround neural network,
nodes for a total of 63 nodes. For a 5 x 5 input pattern, the
implemented in gallium arsenide, capable of performing this
templates for this entire ART hierarchy can be stored on a and other useful operations. Such a device could be integrated
48 x 48 spatial light modulator, with margins to spare. Since on the same plane with the photodetector for maximum
the templates are all correlated with the same input pattern in efficiency. This would radically increase the efficiency of
this type of hierarchy, the multi-ART network maps exactly
the device by allowing only the important numbers to be
to the correlator with no hardware changes. Correlator-based processed electronically, rather than the entire output array.
implementations of ART are attractive for this property that This computation is the max { } operation, shown in Table I
allows them to implement hierarchies so efficiently.
to occupy 3% of the computational load of an ARTl unit.
Three percent may not seem like a radical improvement, but
VII. COMPAJUTIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
remember that this is one of the major electronic operations
Other researchers have also proposed interesting ART- left after the optics has taken over 85% of the computational
related devices. In 1989, Caulfield [2] proposed a design load.
The approximate performance of this correlator-based imfor a high-capacity resonant neural system based on optical
hardware that was designed to exhibit an ART-like search plementation may be calculated. From Fig. 2, the dominant
property. The device, however, used a fixed hologram and number of operations is generated by the parallel dot products
therefore was not capable of learning. Electronic implementa- and the template norms. Assuming that one 8-b MULTIPLY
tions of ART have also been designed. Although these devices operation is equivalent to approximately 8 ADD operations,
would probably be successful if implemented, they each have an order-of-magnitude estimate of the number of operations
strengths and weaknesses. A VLSI emulator (reported by necessary to process one input pattern is
Rao et al. [25]) of a 9-b ARTl processor, although capable
Nops % 8 MtemplatesNbits’
(11)
of performing over lo7 comparisons per second, requires
time multiplexing of the necessary inner product calculations, where Mtemplates is the maximum number of possible temleaving open the possibility of achieving a higher performance plates and & , i t s is the length of the input vector (or the
optically. It also allows scaling up to networks with larger number of input field pixels for two-dimensional patterns).
input fields than 9 b, with a processing time penalty invoked For example, if Mtemplates = 961 and &its = 1024, then
by doing so. This penalty would not be serious limitation Nopsz 7.9 x lo6. This would require a 1024 x 1024 SLM,
until significantly larger input fields are desired. Input field which is certainly achievable. The densest SLM commercially
size is probably the key parameter for determining when it available at this writing has 400 x 400 pixels, allowing for
is desirable to switch from an electronic to an optoelectronic an Mtemplates = 144 and an NoPS
M 1.2 x lo6. Much denser
implementation. Another electronic device (reported by Tsay SLM’s are expected soon, however, so the 1024 x 1024 SLM
and Newcomb [26]) directly implements the long-term and is a conservative projection. From NoPS,
the approximate cycle
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time for the processor can also be calculated. Upon analysis of
the steps in Fig. 2, we see that the cycle time is dominated by
the slowest of three events: the integration time of the CCD
camera, the switching time of the SLM’s or the computation
of the BPOF’s of the new input patterns. The cycle time can
be estimated by the following simple formula:

The integration time rntegration
strongly depends on the
specific properties of the CCD, the time constants of the analog
circuits, the minimum signal-to-noise ratio required by the
algorithm, and the specific application in which the network
will be used. Since the total signal level is controlled by the
intensity of the illumination source, a great deal of latitude
exists in estimating the minimum allowable integration times;
a value in the range of
s is not unreasonable
to
for currently available detectors and light sources. This is
also a reasonable value of Tswitch for the fastest currently
available SLM’s. The bottleneck in the system would likely
be the processing time for the BPOF’s
if these are
using
computed electronically. A reasonable value for TBPOF
existing technology would be 3-6 s.
Again, using the example sizes given of Adtemplates = 961
and Nbits = 1024, the approximate number of operations per
second is found to be

Rap/, w 1.5 x

lo6 to 3.0 x lo6 operations per second.

(13)

Optical computation of the filter (not necessarily a BPOF)
on SLM2 is also a possibility. This could potentially be
done quickly enough to remove the bottleneck entirely. For
example, the filter could be computed in a second optical
processor and loaded in parallel into an optically addressed
SLM. In this case, the improved performance figure would
be

R,,/,

M

3 x 10” to 3 x 10” operations per second. (14)

This estimate implies that the processor could potentially
operate on over lo5 input images per second of size 32 x
32 binary pixels, beating pure electronic implementations by
three orders of magnitude.
The Vander Lugt correlator implementation of ART is also
attractive from the size and power requirements perspective.
Lindberg and Gregory [29] have developed such a correlator
that is only a few inches long, has low power requirements,
and is rugged. In their report, they mention several target
recognition and tracking applications of the device. Horner et
al. have proposed an optical design that allows the correlator to
have a shortened length of f / 5 instead of 4f. Other promising
miniaturization work is reviewed in Gregory et al. [30].
Other ways of implementing ART are to use other correlators, such as the joint transform correlator [31], [32], or
the acousto-optical correlator [33], [34] (Molley and Kast
have demonstrated processing of up to 1000 templates per
second using the latter). These offer most of the advantages
pointed out for the Vander Lugt correlator, such as speed and
capability of performing hierarchical clustering. ART can also
be implemented holographically [37].

1

p-03

Fig. 7. A hierarchy of ARTl units. The input pattem is fed in at the bottom,
and the winning output is read out at the top. This allows much more
complex processing, including hierarchical varying k-means clustering.

After the submission of this paper, we learned of work by
Kane and Paquin, subsequent to our own, implementing ART
on a joint transform correlator [35], [36]. We are pleased to
acknowledge this important contribution to the field.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The ARTl neural network performs operations (the I . Ti
terms of (l), which require N multiplications apiece) that
can be performed more effectively in optics. This observation
motivated a discussion of the implementation of ART using
a Vander Lugt correlator. This work allows the large body
of correlator research to be leveraged in the implementation
of ART, by recognizing that the steady-state solutions of the
ART equations result in a simple algorithm. This hardware
was tested with a categorization problem, allowing assessment of the alternatives for configuring the device, and of
other implementations of ART. This is important because
of the observation that BPOF’s have limited effectiveness
for ART implementation, as shown briefly in Fig. 7. The
paper concluded with a performance analysis, which indicated
that the device shows promise of significantly outperforming
operations, as
electronics, potentially computing 10’’ to 1 0 ’ ~
opposed to lo7 operations in the fastest electronic alternative.
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